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Blessings from Light
Today we shall discuss ‘choices’; the choices that you make. Not the small
everyday kind of choices (should have tea or coffee? Should I go out or stay
home?), but those moments of intense choice, which hold within them the power
to change your life. Every such moment of choice is extremely significantly, not
only for you, but also from a universal standpoint, for it affects timelines. You
have earlier been taught about timelines and the orbs that create the time.
When you come to a moment of intense choice, there are two pathways ahead of
you. In fact what you are facing, beloveds, are two timelines. You must choose
one. That timeline shall open up a future for all the events that lie in these
timelines. You might wonder what happens to the other timeline. Does the
energy of the other timeline dissipate? Not at all. The energy of that timeline is
then picked up by the soul, the bigger soul of which you are a part. You are all
aware that the soul has fragmented itself and that each one of you is a soul
fragment, and that there is a ‘conglomerate soul’, which you call the higher self.
The other timeline energy, which you haven’t chosen, is picked up by the soul
and is then lived out by another fragment. And that, beloveds, is what is known
as ‘parallel realities’.
The soul, that large conglomerate of energy, wishes to have all possible potential
experiences because only then can the soul merge with the monad of which it is
again a part. You have been taught of this division of the non-energy right down
to your individual energy. Now the two choices before you are two potential
experiences that the soul is desirous of experiencing at that moment in time. E.g.
you might come to a cross road, should I stay on in this relationship or should I
seek to separate. Both these timelines will unfold different futures. You might
question that if you have come into this embodiment with a chosen life plan how
can it now unfold a different future? You take embodiment with a life plan that is
not two-dimensional. You come with a life plan that is multi dimensional. Each
future potential, each future outcome, lies hidden in a dimension that remains
unseen till you, by your will, unfold that layer. When the soul wishes to
experience two potential experiences, it means the soul wishes to experience
two of the layers of this multi dimensional life plan. One layer you shall unfold by
the choice you make, but the other layer that still needs to be unfolded and is
unfolded by another soul fragment. E.g. if you choose to continue with the
relationship, another fragment shall seek separation. Sometimes when a choice
is before you, you have felt ‘I just know I have to make this choice even though it
doesn’t make intellectual sense to me’. This is because there is a soul urging that
that dimension must be unfolded because your soul fragment in a parallel reality
has chosen the other choice.
Do not view earth only as soil, as matter, as physicality. That soil, that matter,
that physicality, is necessary to give you something to stand upon, but earth is
Gaia. Gaia is an infinite realm of potential. When souls enter into this world, they

do so because they have chosen this infinite realm of potential that is Gaia.
Within Gaia there is infinite potential, but this potential is completely different
from the potential of other worlds. Beloveds, no two worlds are alike. Choice is
the foundation of evolution. And that is why we constantly tell you that there are
no wrong or right choices. You just unfold a timeline. Now let us be even clearer.
Going back to our example, you have chosen to continue to be in a relationship,
so another soul fragment has to therefore experience the separation, for both
experiences are desired by the soul. Here is a fact that might amaze you; the soul
fragment that chooses separation may not even be born at that time. If that is so,
the soul fragment might frame its life plan around this experience. These are the
experiences that you call pillars. The ‘pillars’ have no choice option. If separation
is a pillar, you do not have a choice. You might think you have a choice but
everything will push you towards the pillar. So the other soul fragment that may
not be born yet might take that experience as a pillar.
Every experience for the conglomerate soul is vital. It unfolds a different set of
future potential experiences. But every choice must dovetail with the life plan
structured by the soul fragment. It cannot go against the life plan. All choices
beloveds are not as intense in their consequence. Some choices open up future
time lines that might seem inconsequential. So there is neither too much joy nor
too much sorrow nor great ill health nor a lot of conflict. It all moves along
comfortably. No peaks and no troughs. Just a comfortable lifetime.
Do not undervalue the ‘inconsequential’ lifetime. It is needed in order to
assimilate all experiences previously taken. Do not assume that evolution is only
on the path of conflict. Or that evolution can only come about in the face of
challenge. Not true. Where is there is challenge there must be rest. You need to
assimilate challenges.
Within every timeline there is ‘space’ that is also encompassed. So a certain
choice might take you, by surprise, to a completely different part of your globe.
This is because it is that space that is encompassed in the timeline that you have
chosen.
Why are we telling you this? As the years go by, moments of intense choice shall
come to each one. An intense choice, beloved, does not mean unpleasant choice.
Please do not understand us incorrectly. But each one shall come to moments of
intense choice. How will you make that choice? Will you do it carelessly, or shall
you go beyond pleasant and unpleasant and understand the energies of these
timelines. If you are hearing this, it is because you already have the ability to
understand the energies of different timelines. When you make choices you
make choices based upon will it harm me? Will it harm others? Will it be good for
me? Will I be happy? Will my family be secure? We are now asking you to have no
concern of that. Truly we are propelling you forward. Happy and not happy and
harm and safety are only your perceptions. When these moments come to you
become aware that there are two timelines before you, not two choices. It’s the
choice of a timeline. Interwoven in that timeline are spaces. Interwoven in the
timeline are dimensions of your life plan. So no choice is just a random choice.

Elevate your self; elevate your energies to as high a point as you believe your
soul is. Because in reality beloveds this is the soul’s experience through you. You
are the fragment that is the most crucial because without you there is no
experience for the soul. In reality these are experiences of the soul so that the
soul transforms this infinite realm of potential into reality, and thus elevates
itself in energy.
You too must elevate yourself to that highest point where you believe lies your
soul. From that elevation, from that awareness, from that consciousness, view
the timelines. We are not asking you try and foretell the future. Beloveds the
future cannot be foretold. Even on that major highway that you choose there
shall be many offshoots going in and out of that highway. We are asking you to
experience the energies of these two timelines. Without such thoughts as does it
make me happy? Do I feel a sense of safety? Without thought of is this going to
spiritually propel me forward more than the other choice. Just experience the
energies. What does the energy of A timeline make you feel? What does the
energy of B timeline make you feel? We are asking you to experience the
spiritual energy. In that experience you shall know this is where I must go.
Now let us explain your life plans. Each soul fragment has a multi dimensional
life plan. Not all soul fragments are born together. And not all soul fragments
choose the same broad timeline. Your soul fragment might be living in 1706. You
have chosen this ‘current’ timeline. Now here us well. Sometimes, when you read
history or even when you read futuristic so called ‘fiction’, you feel a sense of ‘I
know this’. But how can ‘I’ know this? This was in 1402 or this hasn’t even been
discovered. This is just the imagination of this author but you know, that you
know this. How do you know this? Because your soul fragment knows it, and no
two soul fragments are mutually exclusive of each other. They are not
independent fragments. They are always interconnected, even the ones not yet
born. You not only have your universal grid, your personal grid, but you also
have a soul grid. Your personal grid is at every moment connected to your soul
grid, which is at every moment connected to the universal grid. It also sometimes
happens that for a large part of your life you had no interest in a particular area.
Suddenly it seems to draw you and suddenly you seem to have an intuitive
ability for it. E.g. you may be have never danced in your life. You may have in fact
frowned upon dancing and suddenly at 65 not only are you drawn to it, but you
find that you are extremely proficient at it. What has happened? One soul
fragment might be an internal ballet star and the energies of that passion come
though the soul grid to you, not only making you impassioned about the activity,
but also giving you this soul fragment’s proficiency.
You can use this to advantage. If there is a moment that comes to you where you
have no choice, no option, but to do an activity, which you believe (and you may
well be right) you have no proficiency in, do not get panicked. Elevate yourself to
the soul’s height and call out to a fragment that has this proficiency. But you
question what if none of the fragments have that proficiency. Beloved, if none of
the fragments have that proficiency you shall not be brought to that moment.
This would be an ideal tool for a child at school or at higher institutions. A child
who believes that he or she just does not have the mental acumen to understand

the sciences could be trained to call upon the soul fragment that has this
information. The soul fragment might be a nuclear scientist. There is so much in
this universe that can make your lives easy, but you spend so much time learning
those things that only feeds the ego or the lower mind and all these tools that are
not difficult to master, lie unused.
Because you have a soul grid, which is at all moments in time joined to your
personal grid, the multi dimensional life plans of all are joined, are always
connected.
In connecting with soul fragments and in putting forth your problems to the soul
fragments, you now have the proficiency, skill and spiritual evolution of all your
fragments available to resolve the problem. When we tell you that you are never
alone, we do mean you are never alone. Do you meet all your soul fragments? Of
course the answer is No. You may meet some, and you may not meet some. Will
you know if you meet a soul fragment? Not always. In fact, there will be very few
instances when you do know. Can you know this? Yes, you can. If you have
consistently tried to connect to your soul fragments, if you have lived in the
consciousness of your soul grid, then it is like knowing your next-door neighbor.
In fact your soul fragment is even closer than your next-door neighbor.
Beloveds, these times are about service. Connecting to the soul grid and the soul
fragments that are living parallel realities in different timelines gives you the
opportunity to serve your soul fragments. Selfless service, for they will not know
that they are being served, they shall not know that they are being helped. They
shall certainly not know that it is you helping them. Have you experienced
moments of great strife, which almost miraculously disappeared? You have given
the credit to your masters, to your guides, to your angels. But you do not know
that often it is a soul fragment or soul fragments who have joined together in
energy and come together to pull you out of the conflict for every soul fragment
knows when the other is in conflict. So, yes, beloved you are right. Just
connecting to your soul fragment can reap immense benefits not only for you. As
you connect to each soul fragment and your consciousness of this becomes more
and more acute, you shall unfold many more multi dimensional layers than you
would have if you lived in non-awareness of them.
This information was given to you so that you can enrich your lives; serve your
soul fragments who may not look like you, who may not talk like you, who may
be completely different from you in social status, in personality, in culture.
And when you know all of this, then who is left to judge? For can you be certain
that X is not your soul fragment? What about that extremely corrupt politician?
What about the man who never speaks a word of truth. Are you certain that that
is not a soul fragment experiencing that reality? You might be judging your own
soul. Let that thought quickly flit through your mind before the words come out.
Grow together for no one can grow alone. It is in the togetherness that there is
oneness.
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